ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS
Our engineering team has been innovating enhancements to our Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs) for over 30 years.
Redecam’s own “Electrode - Suspension - Rapping” technology optimizes the energy applied to remove dust and limits its
re-entrainment into the gas stream. This ensures both the highest reliability and efficiency in dust collecting, even when your
plant is operating at maximum capacity.

WHY CHOOSE OUR ELECTROSTATIC
PRECIPITATORS?
Improved efficiency

Our unique profile design for our
collecting plates improves efficiency as
it reduces dust-entrapment during the
rapping phase.

Unparalleled reliability and longevity
Many of the ESPs we designed and installed
25 years ago are still working effectively
and efficiently today.

Optimized performance
Redecam’s Rigid Emission Electrodes
(RREE) system has an innovative design
that ensures peak performance and low
maintenance.

Reduced dust re-entrainment
Perfect alignment
Our electrodes are aligned at the bottom, not
at the top, allowing thermal expansion and
flexibility during all operating conditions.

We take particular care in designing and
manufacturing the baffles to avoid dust reentrainment during rapping.

ABOUT ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS

openings, as the electrodes are not part of a rigid chassis.
The system is specifically designed to operate with the
highest available voltages while continuing to fully distribute
the ionization effect over the entire electrode. Our RREE
System:

Redecam`s rapping system

Electrostatic precipitators (ESPs) electrostatically charge the dust particles in the gas flow. The ionized particles are then
attracted to the positively grounded collecting plates, creating a layer of caked-on dust particles. Rappers are used to
transmit vibrations to the electrodes, causing deposited dust particles to break loose and fall into a hopper located below
the ESP. The dust is then removed by a conveyor system for disposal or recycling.

1• Optimizes the use of the collecting plate area by
creating a wider magnetic field than any other such
system

2• Withstands the highest possible operating
voltage while continuing to fully distribute the
ionization effect over the entire electrode

3• Obtains an emission that remains unchanged with a
long life expectancy and a constant ionization
effect

4• Improves resistance against temperature stresses
5• Boasts a strong integral structure as there is no
welding

6• Achieves stability as it is longitudinally expansionfree

OUR COLLECTING PLATES AND BAFFLES DESIGN
Our collecting plates are designed to improve ESP efficiency during
the rapping phase by reducing the entrapment of dust. Our plates
are suspended at the top and are only kept aligned by a guide frame
at the bottom to ensure correct positioning under all operating
conditions. Hammers are staggered on the shaft so that only a few
hammers impact at the same time, reducing the entrainment of dust
in the gas flow. The rigid design of the electrode frames avoids power
dispersion during the hitting action, meaning the highest percentage
possible of dust particles are sent into the hopper. The mechanism
also ensures the uniform rapping of each plate at regular intervals.

REDECAM’S RIGID EMISSION ELECTRODES SYSTEM
In our ESP, vertically suspended discharge electrodes are located between our specially-designed collecting plates. As the
gas stream flows through the ESP, air particulates are ionized by the electrodes.
Redecam’s Rigid Emission Electrodes (RREE) system is designed to overcome
Close up of Redecam`s
one of the main causes of typical ESP malfunctions: it ensures that
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our collecting plates and discharge electrodes remain perfectly
Electrode
aligned during all operating conditions. Our system allows
structure
each electrode to expand independently as the electrodes
are individually fixed at the top and are only kept aligned
at the bottom. This allows their free thermal expansion
and flexibility both during operation and maintenance.
Maintenance is further simplified by the fact that each
electrode can be removed from the suspending frame
separately, without removing the ESP roof or creating extra

Redecam’s Rigid Emission
Electrode (RREE)

Electrode and collecting plate bottom alignment
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Additional advantages of our
collecting plates:
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Unique design
Smooth surfaces
Defect-free construction
Asymmetrical top
attachment

Baffle

To avoid another typical issue with ESPs ─ dust re-entrainment into the gas flow ─ we’ve designed baffles which are fit inside
the hoppers and along the lateral walls of the ESP. This prevents gas from bypassing the treatment zone and helps catch
dust raised during rapping phases.

www.redecam.com

RETROFIT&TRANSFORMATION
Redecam is a market leader in carrying out retrofit, upgrade and
transformation solutions: it has become one of our specialties. Many
existing ESPs have become obsolete, either due to their age or their
lower performance standards than currently required. However in
several cases an existing ESP can be upgraded or retrofitted (taking
out what’s inside, keeping the casing and installing a new ESP inside).
We can also transform your existing bag filter or hybrid into an ESP, or
vice-versa, if that best suits your process parameters.
Advantages:
• Lower CAPEX than replacing the entire system
• Modifications can provide up to 30% more collecting surface
without increasing the footprint of the unit
• Performance compliant with the strictest worldwide air
emissions regulations

We customize each one of our
ESPs to suit your specific process
parameters and needs.
DESIGN PARAMETERS AND MODELLING
Our engineering team has 30+ years of experience in surveying the
output and needs of various plants and will study your plant and
its gas flow to find an appropriate solution to reach your desired
emissions reductions. Your process parameters are key in selecting
an appropriate design for the entire ESP system. Process parameters
include, but are not limited to: gas temperature, flow, moisture and
composition.
We use Ansys’s Fluent software to accurately design and study every
solution. This allows us to engineer and analyze each system’s broad
physical capabilities, optimize the fluid dynamics and study the
efficiency of pollutants removal. When a computerized simulation is
not sufficient, we undertake a physical simulation on a 1:7 scale. All
physical models are made and tested in Redecam’s workshop.
Redecam offers a comprehensive portfolio of air filtration, flue gas treatment (FGT), gas conditioning and transportation,
handling & storage products. Please contact us to see how we can take care of all your air pollution control needs.

Visit our website to learn more at

www.redecam.com
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